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Концепт технократизму та його вплив на формування
непартійних урядів: теоретико-методологічні передумови
й емпіричні наслідки
Проаналізовано сутність і походження концепту технократизму у світовій політичній
думці. Розглянуто теоретико-методологічні передумови та емпіричні наслідки впливу
технократизму на формування непартійних урядів. Детерміновано сучасне розуміння
непартійних/технократичних урядів. Окреслено особливості урядових посад, зайнятих
міністрами-технократами.
Ключові слова: технократія, технократизм, технократичний уряд, непартійний уряд,
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Concept of technocratism and its impact on non-party cabinets
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empirical implications
The article is devoted to analysis of the nature and the origin of the concept of technocratism
in world political thought. The author reviewed theoretical and methodological background
and empirical effects of technocratism on non-party cabinets formation; determined current
meaning of non-party/technocratic cabinets; defined the features of cabinet portfolio, employed by ministers-technocrats.
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The problem of technocratic governance (technocratism) is very broad and complex. It cannot be understood within the single specific synthesized scientific research. Especially since there are different approaches to interpretation of technocratism within the modern scientific progress as well as in the context of approbated political practices. There are
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many scientific works, devoted to historical, theoretical and methodological, and also
empirical definitions of technocratism, technocratic management/governance, ideas of technocracy as such, and also search of nature and attributes of formation and functioning of so-called technocratic/non-party (technocratic, expert, minority) governmental cabinets. Some of them (usually it is the first scientific reflections on the phenomenon
of technocratism) refer to the period of the beginning of the XX century, other works (reflections, based on practical implications) refer to the middle and the end of the XX century, and the rest of them (devoted to the study of implementation of technocratism
in wider format) belong to the beginning of XXI century. Among them we distinguish
the following scientists: G. Peters1, M. Centeno2, E. Bryld3, E. Silva4, P. Silva5, J. MacDougall6,
C. Huneeus7, L. Stifel8, B. Schneider9, R. Putnam10, I. Takashi та J. Purnendra11, P. Schmitter12,
M. Muramatsu and E. Krauss13, M. Cotta, A. Mastropaolo і L. Verzichelli14, F. Marangoni15,
J. Gunnell16, J. Burnham17, W. Akin18, T. Veblen19, J. Straussman20, etc.
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Diversity and ambiguity of wide scientific approaches to interpretation of technocratism
result in multiple definitions of the last one. First, technocratism should be understood as
a theory and innovation movement for control of election processes, reform of financial institutions and reorganization of social system, built on the results of works of technologists and
engineers. Second, this is a control system with the use of technocratic theory and its practical
implications on different spheres of social life and economic management. Taking this into
consideration, the first definition of technocracy as management should be the following, proposed in “Collins English Dictionary”: firstly, it is a theory or system of society according to
which government is controlled by scientists, engineers, and other experts; secondly, it is a body
of such experts; thirdly, it is a state considered to be governed or organized according to these
principles21. Close definition has been proposed in «Online Etymology Dictionary»22,
where: technocracy is a name for a new system of government by technical experts. However, «The New Dictionary of Cultural Literacy» describes technocracy as: a type of society
marked by the dominant role of people with specialized technical skills, particularly engineers;
as a control of government and society by people with such skills. «Encyclopaedia Britannica»
defines technocracy as government by “technicians” who are guided solely by the imperatives
of their technology. Generally, it is obvious that technocracy is a form/method of management (governance), when engineers, scientists, health workers and other technical specialists
control the decision-making in certain spheres (including political ones)23. It is particularly remarkable that under conditions of technocracy, the persons, who make technical decisions (including political ones), are elected depending on how highly skilled they are, but not
on the powerful capital (including political one) they have24.
Meanwhile, it is clear that in the modern world of scientific inventions and information
development the idea of technical decisions, which are used for the rise of efficiency of industrial production and management on the West (mostly in the USA, and in a smaller degree
in the countries of Western and Eastern Europe and Latin America), as well as on the East
(mostly in China, Japan and other industrialized countries of Asia), led to the origin of certain new scientific views on the governance formation according to the principles of technocratism. Therefore, in this case technocracy means such form of management and governance, which is critically established on the principles of social skills, and also such mechanism of problem-solving (including political one), which is based on the principles of making expert decisions by technocrats. Taking this into account, the technocratic management
is often considered to be favorable even in those countries, where it was not or almost was
21
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not realized. The fact is that there is generally accepted idea that technocratic management
is needed in a case of “general collapse of power of all large institutions and inefficiency of governments, which are encumbered with financial problems and complexity of the government
facilities”25. However, this conclusion contains important problematic question, and while
solving it we start to perceive the meaning of technocratism. It tells us about the relation
of technocratic management (technocracy or tecnocratism) to classic ideological and political management (policy), which is shown in the capacity of political authority to make and
realize technical decisions. Often this relation is mutually contradicted, and that is why technocratic management and ideological and political management have a tendency to form to
each other “conceptual opposition”: sometimes the ideological and political management denies any principles of technocratic management; and vice versa.
Nevertheless, a comparison of technocracy and politics within theoretical and methodological concepts is not possible. The fact is that politics and technocracy appear and function in the forms of many mutually advantageous relations. Thus, the politics in the light
of political regimes and different forms of state needs technocracy for complex development
of political process, realization of effective and good political choice and strengthening of all
experts’ decisions as well as for implementation of methodological programs, development
of well-founded conclusions, passing non-discriminating acts. However, technocracy, which
means the use of work of technocrats (that is management by technocrats), requires ideological and pragmatic policy, sanctions of authority, if it wants to be heard, not to mention its
efficient and effective use. In the same way we may define such distinctive categories of people,
as technocrats/experts and politicians (as intellectuals). Technocrats/experts are people, who
are experienced and indifferent to politics, and also non-ideological in performing their functions, in particular in the sphere of service of state functions.26 Politicians (as intellectuals) are
people, who aim to realize group interests, which have mostly a form of ideology; people, who
appeal to ideological postulates in their attempts to explain and reach their goal. It is obvious
that the consolidation of these categories of people is an effective mechanism of political development of a country. The thing is that technocrats worry about realization of social and
economic reforms, and politicians-intellectuals — about political reforms. That is why, theoretically, the politicians use technocracy for clear goals, isolating it from pressure/intervention
in such way, that technocracy could function “without fear and passion”.
Theoretical and methodological principles of synthesis of politics and technocracy are
not new. G. Wilson notices that the condition for making political decisions, based
25
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on the principles of technocracy and technocratism, is the fact that such process takes place
through attraction of specialists, who have knowledge about “natural iron laws of society and
can adapt to them”27. Similar thoughts about relation of politics and technocratism is observed in the works of F.Bacon, who proposed a paradigm of “knowledge as power”. It clearly
describes a phenomenon of “leader-technocrat” as theoretical “political management” with
considerable expert skills in some sphere or other (economics, science, etc.). Besides that,
technocratic management is closely related to the concept of M. Weber about “rationalization
of bureaucracy”28. The point is that management is carried out only on the basis of impersonalism, dehumanization and rationalization29. Using the concept of “rationalization of bureaucracy” M.Centeno formulates the definition of technocracy: “administrative and political domination in society of state elite and union institutions, which aim to press a single exclusive
paradigm of politics”, based on efficient power implementation methods30. Taking this into
consideration, it is obvious that the phenomenon of technocracy is close to the phenomenon
of bureaucracy. Their unifying and at the same time differential component is rationality —
a characteristic of knowledge in the context of its correspondence to certain thinking principles. The fact is that the rationality of bureaucracy is to a greater extent substantive (since
it belongs to more generalized value and standards system, integrated in world-view), and rationality of technocracy is formal (it can calculate and estimate when making any decision,
including administrative one). The rationality of bureaucracy mostly depends on ideological and world-view beliefs, than on rationality of technocracy. The rationality of bureaucracy
mostly refers to political values and beliefs, than to rationality of technocracy.
27
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On the basis of such scientific interpretation of technocracy and technocratism, and also
their synthesis with politics, we come to categories “technocratic management/governance”,
“technocratic official/leader” and “technocratic government”. The fact is that the term “technocracy” in political context refers to the processes of knowledge examination, reserves for solving
political issues and, which is important, neutrality of political decisions for society. That is why
technocratic governance, technocratic official, technocratic government and minister-technocrat as categorical components of technocratic management by political processes are neutral
and apolitical phenomena, which can led to political results. That is why it is believed that the governmental cabinet can be “dispassionate” or apolitical while performing executive authority, and
at the same time it remains collegiate and it even can be caused by political necessity. Besides this,
being apolitical, such cabinet can influence political process and social life in general. The only
emphasis that should be placed in this context is that such governmental cabinet should consist
of ministers and other officials, who are technocrats or follow the principles of technocratism. As
a result, it is obvious that impolitic government is a government of technocrats. It consists
of non-party/impolitic ministers-technocrats (some ministers in the cabinet can be political, but
their party or political affiliation do not matter or it is of second (after expert skills) importance),
nevertheless, it has some political consequences.
As a result, technocratic/non-party government a priory is determined with such characteristics: 1) in spite of the fact that political/apolitical ministers in technocratic cabinet participate
in political process, political parties do not dominate. Actually, this means that any party affiliation of the ministers does not matter, since technical skills of the candidates for ministers are
taken into account (by political authority); 2) in technocratic government the key powers concerning control of bureaucratic processes and organizations are executed on the basis of “technocratic management, built on scientific and technological innovations by non-party officials,
who are not recruited, and also are not responsible to parliamentary parties; 3) in the process
of functioning of technocratic government the most important is not the support of political
priorities of parliamentary or other parties, but the support of technologically-oriented interests, associated with the ministers/departments, headed by the ministers-technocrats.
Also it is evident that in technocratic government not only non-party positions can be
filled, but also the posts for party ministers. Nevertheless, the candidates from parties do not
occupy any important positions in technocratic government, since they do not control important bureaucratic organizations and structures. What is more, in technocratic cabinet
the ministers-technocrats are officials, who hold the posts of prime-minister and key ministers. So, the number of party posts in technocratic government is limited: either there are no
party posts or just few of them (usually not more that half of the cabinet).
Technocratic governments can be formed in different ways — politically or apolitically,
by parliament or head of state (in particular by president). This depends on constitutionally stipulated mechanisms of governmental cabinets formation, and also on constitutional/
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formal and political/actual formats of state government systems. In most countries with parliamentary/political method of governmental cabinets formation (where the parliament approves the composition and/or the program of the government), the initial reason for formation of technocratic government is inability of parties of parliament to agree on formation
of the cabinet on the party basis. Nevertheless, it does not mean that technocratic government
in such constitutional and political systems functions in the same way as other governments
do (in particular party governments). The fact is that technocratic governments (as well as
party governments) in countries with such systems depend on support of parliaments, associated, first of all, with parties. In most countries, where the head of state forms the government
(without approval of composition and/or program of the government in parliament), the initial reason for formation of technocratic governments is position of head of state. This means
that functioning of technocratic governments in such constitutional and political systems
is not always regulated on the basis of positions and negotiations of parliamentary/other parties. Synthetic non-institutional reason for formation of technocratic governments in countries with different methods of governments formation is periods of social and economic (system) crisis, when the confidence in political parties and leading political actor decreases. As
a result it is believed that one of the measure of crisis recovery in these cases is formation of politically neutral governments, which would consist of specialists-technocrats, in other words
technocratic governmental cabinets.
Nevertheless, the methods of understanding of technocratism, and so technocratic governance and technocratic governments are fundamentally different — from country to country, from region to region. For example, in post-Soviet Eastern Europe and Central Asia (in particular in Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tadzhikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine) the phenomenon of so-called technocratic management is quite approbated and has considerable historical background. The fact is that in 1980th in the USSR almost
ninety percent of people from political bureau of Communist party were engineers. There was
a stereotyped idea that control of society/state should be made on the basis of administrative
management, which was built on scientific principles. It did not mean that politics should
disappear. On the contrary, its role should increase, but the role of political orders should
change essentially. The task of such “politics” was to rationalize the society through strategic
use of scientific knowledge. In other words, the politics was supposed to transform in accurate sphere of social life with its own laws and principles. In Soviet and post-Soviet era this
did not happen, but an idea of “pseudo-technocracy” is still developing and its result is raising
and solving a question about “conservation” of political regimes and elimination of elements
of ideological confrontation. The truth is that this practice in most cases was implemented by
countries, which appeared on the ruins of Soviet union. Moreover, it still dominates there even
now. And this happens despite that idea of technocratic government formation in post-Soviet
90
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countries is called “communist”, it is realized on principle “working class stays in power, and
experts administrate.”
The peculiarity of pseudo-technocratic governance in the said countries of Eastern Europe and Central Asia is synthesis of classic technocratism and authoritarian (less hybrid)
regimes, since they, coexisting in parallels, strengthen each other. As a result, with the help
of political apathy and neutrality of government, they ensure, on the one part, the preservation of political system integrity, and on the other part, the improved performance of autocratic centers, represented by heads of state (in all post-Soviet countries, which approbate
the experience of non-party governments formation, the constitutional and political leading
actors of power-holding processes are elected presidents, who could manage to incorporate
elected legislatures). Thus it is obvious that the idea of technocratism in post-Soviet countries is modified and “distorted”. In this regard R. Miliband notices that non-party ministers
(who were supposed to be “technocrats”) — are those, who govern and do business as well”. At
the same time they easily maneuver between two fields of action31. That is why it is evident
that post-Soviet countries deformed the classic idea of tecnocratism to the advantage of their
power-holding institutions. As a result, no system of scientific values was created, but substitution of the concepts took place. However, there is an idea in post-Soviet countries that technocratic/non-party management is more important, than implementation of party-ideological principles of political process. Besides this, in political practices of post-Soviet countries
a rule of obtaining power-holding authorities by technocrats was broken — the power is taken
on the basis of political delegation, assignment of rights/authorities, which do not ensure efficiency of governance, but only prolong the stability of authorities.
At first sight, such dynamics, except the procedures and some elements of electorate
(the last one is absent), throughout long period of time was peculiar for authoritarian capitalistic and communist China. In addition to that the difference of Chinese model of technocratic government lies in the fact that rejection of idea of general electorate is made by emphasizing on “quality” of appointing governmental community. Nevertheless, the scientists often
notice that such interpretation of governance with the help of technocratic cabinets is not
a guarantee of organizational effectiveness of governmental cabinets. Probably, the non-party/
one-party domination is related to non-party structure of governmental cabinets32. In addition
to that, in the case with China, the principle of technocratism is embedded in the activities
of Communist party in power. Moreover, the rule of “transformation of engineers into politicians/party members” has been approbated and it proved to be effective. This means that
in most cases the experts with scientific degrees in exact, social sciences and the humanities
31
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become the members of Communist party. Very often such peculiarity of technocratic development of China is connected with modernization of this country.
Nevertheless, there is another aspect of the issue of technocratic governance and authoritarianism correlation. The point is that strengthening of technocratic character of management occurs not only in non-party regimes, but also in countries, which are non-party
(in Belarus with weak parties, and party system is actually absent), militaristic or personified
dictatorships (now it concerns Egypt, earlier it was peculiar for Singapore (the period of socalled “authoritarian corporatism”33), Indonesia (especially in 1960th)34, South Korea (in 19601970th)35, Turkey (formation of so-called military and technocratic governmental cabinets
in the second half of XX century)36, Hong Kong, Mexico, Thailand, Ghana, Philippines37,
etc). However, the technocratic management in its classic understanding is rarely approbated
in multi-party systems. Even if it is approbated, it happens only in the systems of clientelist
type (for example, Ukraine and Russia)38 or systems with dominating parties (for example,
Japan39).
The peculiarity of implementation of technocratic management and formation of technocratic governments in democratic/polyarchical political regimes (which usually reflect
the models of parliamentary democracy in the form of parliamentarism or semi-presidentialism) is that this phenomenon of filling political process with elements of technocratism
is considered to be exceptional. The fact is that in such countries political apathy/neutrality
of political process occurs in situations where political, social and economic crises and agitations take place. Thereafter, from a perspective of theory of rational choice, politics and politicians should be neutral to overcome negative crisis consequences as soon as possible. However,
since politics is a phenomenon with ideological overtone, it is considered that technocrats can
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guarantee neutrality. According to this scenario the governmental cabinets of specialists-technocrats (non-party technocratic governmental cabinets) were formed for several times in Finland, Italy, Iceland, Portugal, Greece, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Moldova.
For a conclusion we should mention that extrapolation of technocratism on the idea
of formation of governments of non-party/impolitic type (that is technocratic governments) does not fully correspond to theoretical and methodological determinants of technocratism. The fact is that technocratism is not substantive (relative), even though it may depend on national and regional peculiarities. When the notion of “technocratism” was studied
in the science, the scientists paid attention to the idea that state management had to be realized on the principles and achievements of science and technology in those countries, which
were considered to be or aimed to be industrialized/modernized. But not in all countries and
regions, where state management is ignored, modernization took or is taking place. Apparently, in some cases the sense and the purpose of technical management are changing. It correlates from modernization of social and economic political system (Singapore, Indonesia,
Hong Kong, Korea, Chile in due time) to the idea of servicing political regime (Georgia,
Russia, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, etc., in due time) or its synthesis (to
some extent in China, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Russia). That is why the understanding of technocrats changes: in some countries they are distinguished on the basis of expert and professional
skills, in other countries — on the basis of political apathy and indifference, in third countries
— on the basis of loyalty to political regime, in fourth countries — on the basis of synthesis
of the abovementioned characteristics. It allows us to distinguish at least two aspects of correlation of technocratism and non-party governments: 1) so-called non-party or apolitical governments not necessarily are governments of experts-technocrats, in other words technocratic
governments; 2) technocratism and technocracy may be used as “cover”, under modernization
intents of which the mechanisms of keeping loyalty to political regime, and also prolongation
of its stability are hiding. On the other side, it means that currently the classic understanding
of phenomenon of technocratism becomes blurred because of certain personal or collective
demands of some political authors.. As a result, the idea of technocratic management is explained descriptively as governments of non-party cabinets, which do not fully correspond to
canons, established in the science.
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